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Abstract 

This paper presents the design and implementation of a constraint-based virtual environment for supponing 
interactive assembly and maintenance tasks within an immersive virtual reality environment. The system 
architecture of the constraint-based virtual environment is based on the integration of components such as 
OpenGL Optimizer, Parasolid geometric kemel, a Constraint Engine and an Assembly Relationship Graph 
( ARG ). The approach presented in this paper is based 011 pure geometric constraints. Techniques such as 
automatic constraint recognition, constraint satisfaction, constraint management and constrained motion are 
employed to suppon interactive assembly operations and realistic behaviour of assembly pans. T11e rendering 
and the interaction capabilities of the OpenGL Optimi:.er graphical API has been extended to run 011 a CAVE 
enl'ironment. lnteractive assembly a11d disassembly operations are performed through a glove-based interface. 
T11e current system has been evaluated using two industrial case studies: digger mechanism and a helicopter 
rotor biade mechanism. 71iis work is being carried out as a part of a research programme referred to as 
IPSEAM (/nteractive Product Simulation Environment for Assessing Assembly and Maintenance). at the 
Universiry of Salford. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At present, very little research has been carried out to 
develop software environments for assessing 
rnaintainability issues during design of mechanical 
products. The consideration of maintainability issues 
requires support for assessing physical access, part 
handling. mobility around the product, difficulty in 
rernoving and replacing part etc. Such issues are typically 
assessed using physical prototypes. However, the 
building of physical prototypes is extremely expensive 
and time consuming, increasing the time to market the 
product. Furthermore. once a physical prototype has been 
built. there is usually so much inertia in the design that 
major changes are very difficult to incorporate. 
Therefore. there is a need for better software 
en,·ironments to assess the maintenance process, early in 
the design phase. 

A research programme referred to as IPSEAM 
llnteractive Product Simulation Environment for 
Assessing Assembly and ~aintainability) has been 
established at the Centre for Virtual Environment at 
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Salford to investigate the development of such a software 
environment. The aim ofthis research is to investigate the 
design, implementation and evaluation of an Interacti1·e 
Product Simulation Environment, which can support the 
assessment of ease of assembly and maintenance of a 
product during design. This research is addressing a 
major question concerning the viability and utility of 
virtual environments to perform design analysis on a 
virtual prototype as realistically as with a physical 
prototype. The specific objecti ves of this research are to: 

1. Design and implement a constraint manager that 
supports constraint-based interaction between parts 
to assemble and disassemble parts as intuitively as 
performed on the physical prototype. 

Real-time simulation of physical constraints within 
the virtual environment is essential for supporting 
realistic interaction between virtual assembly 
components. Simulation of an assembly relationship 
can be considered as a constraint specification and 
satisfaction problem. For example. alignment of a 
shaft with a cylindrical hole involves satisfying an 
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axis-alignment constraint. Furthermore externai 
forces such as gravity, friction and forces resulting 
from collisions play a role in assembly operations. 
Disassembly operations involve breaking the 
previously defined constraints by applying an 
externai force . 

2. Design and implement an intuitive interface. which 
supports natural manipulation of constraint-based 
assembly parts. 

Maintainability assessment on virtual prototypes 
requires a sophisticated VR interface for supporting 
3D direct manipulation of assembly parts. This 
research is investigating the type of operation 
required on the virtual prototype and develop an 
intuitive VR interface. The use of a CAVE like 
environment together with 3D input <levices (e.g . 
gloves) is being use to provide an advance interface. 

3. Conduct user-centred evaluation of the constraint
based virtual environment using realistic industrial 
case studies. 

This work builds upon the first author's previous research 
work on interactive assembly modelling (Fernando et ai, 
1995: Fernando and Dew., 1995; Fa, et ai 1993a; Fa. et 
ai l 993b) and developments in graphic environments 
such as Optimizer from Silicon Graphics. This research 
work is being carried out in collaboration with Rolls 
Royce Aero-engine Group. British Aerospace. EDS 
Parasolid and D-Cubed Ltd. 

This paper will discuss the following issues: 

1. Current constraint-based modelling approaches 
employed within the IPSEAM system. 

3. 

IPSEAM system architecture for supporting the 
CAVE environment and the glove-based interface. 

The performance issues related to rendering and 
constraint management with respect to the current 
case studies. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The design and implementation of the IPSEAM requires 
bringing together various technologies such as virtual 
environments. constraint-based modelling, assembly 
modelling, CAD data representations and interfaces. This 
section summarises the state-of-the-art in these 
technologies. 

2.1. Virtual Environments 

A number of commercial and non-commercial virtual 
environments are currently available to support the 
development of virtual environments for industrial 
applications. However. a common weakness of the 
current commercial virtual environments is the Jack of 
efficient geometric constraint management facilities such 
as run-time constraint detection and the maintenance of 
constraint consistencies for supporting accurate part 
positioning and constrained 3D manipulations. Hence 3D 
assembly modelling operations using direct manipulation 
are not feasible in the current virtual environments. 
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Furthermore. most of the current virtual environments are 
based on polygonal data. When importing CAD data. 
these virtual environments throw away importanr 
geometric information of the CAD models and con vert ali 
the geometric surfaces into a set of polygons. This lose of 
information reduce the gain obtained through the use of 
highly interactive systems in the engineering process 
because reintegration of manipulated data in the 
engineering tools is difficult and error prone. As a result. 
current virtual environments lack the semantic 
information necessary for supporting engineering 
operations such as assembly modelling. 

The introduction of OpenGL Optimizer from Silicon 
Graphics has overcome this lirnitation by implementing a 
rich scenegraph which is capable of -naintaining both 
surface representations and polygonal data of CAD 
models. Furthermore. the OpenGL Optimizer provides 
important features such as efficient occlusion and frustum 
culling, built-in algorithms for simplifying levei of detail 
(LOD) of models, efficient surface tessellators without 
surface cracks and multi-threaded scenegraph operations. 
This graphics engine has been designed by SGI to 
support large CAD applications. Due to the improved 
functionality, OpenGL Optimizer has been chosen as the 
baseline virtual environment for developing the IPSEAM 
system. 

2.2. Constraint-Based Modeling 

Two main approaches are being pursued by researchers to 
support constraint-based interaction between assembl y 
parts: Physically-based Modeling and Constraint-based 
Geometric Modeling. ln physically based modeling 
(Baraff. 1995; Mirtich , and Canny, 1995; Bouma, and 
Vanecek, 1991 ), physical forces acting upon objects and 
their motion equations are integrated and solved at each 
time step. using standard numerical methods. During the 
simulation, collisions are detected (Bouma, and Vanecek. 
1991; Ponamgi. et ai 1997) at each time step and forces 
arising from such impacts (Baraff, 1995; Mirtich and 
Canny 1995) are calculated and new initial conditions are 
passed to the dynamic integrator to continue the 
simulation. Unfortunately, this approach is time 
consuming and therefore real-time simulation and 
interaction are only possible for a small number of 
components. Furthermore numerical instability can be a 
problem in this approach . ln constraint-based geometric 
modeling, objects are accurately positioned in terms of 
geometric constraints . ln this domain, much research has 
been conducted to develop efficient geometric constraint 
solvers by exploiting the geometric domain knowledge 
together with degrees of freedom of objects . 

The first phase of this research program is focused on 
exploring the constraint-based geometric modeling 
approach . Future research will explore the simulation of 
physical forces within this framework . The following 
section summarises the state-of-the-art in constraint
based geometric modeling. 
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2.2.1. A Characterisation of Constraint-Based 
Approaches. 

The current constraint-based approaches can be divided 
into two main categories: Equation-based and Geometric 
Constructi ve. 

ln the equation-based approach, the constraints are 
described as a set of simultaneous equations and solved 
using eilher numeric, symbolic or graph-based 
techniques. Numeric technique (Lin, et ai 1981: Light, 
and Gossard 1982) solves equations using iterative 
methods such as Newton-Raphson. Symbolic technique 
(Kondo. 1992), solves the equations through symbolic 
algebraic melhods, such as Grobner bases (Becher, 1993). 
Allhough the numeric and symbolic techniques are quite 
general. they can have convergence problems anci are also 
computationally expensive, making them unsuitable for 
supporting interactive constraint-based operations in 
virtual environments. Graph-based technique first 
maintains constraints (equations) and variables in an 
undirected bipartite graph. This graph is lhen directed to 
give a sequence of constraint satisfaction. Examples of 
this technique include (Serrano. and Gossard 1992: 
Sannella. 1993). 

ln the Geometric Constructive approach. constraints are 
not translated into a unique system of equations as in lhe 
equation-based approach. Instead, a set of constructive 
steps is provided which place geometric elements relative 
to each other through rigid body transformations, 
according to the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the 
geometric entities. ln this approach. DOF of geometric 
objects are considered as resources which are consumed 
by moving an object to satisfy a given constraint relative 
to a fixed geometry. Each constraint, upon being 
satisfied. reduces the DOF of an object and hence reduces 
lhe allowable rigid body motion of the object. Examples 
of this approach can be found in (1992; Krarner. 1992; 
Owen. 1991: Bouma 1995: Fa, et ai 1993; Fernando, et ai 
1995). 

The use of geometric knowledge. DOF of objects and 
graph-based techniques result in efficient constraint 
satisfaction algorithms in lhe Geometric Constructive 
approach. Therefore a constraint solver based on 
Geometric Constructive approach has been employed in 
this research to support constraint management wilhin our 
Interactive Product Simulation Environment. 

2.3. Representation of Assembly Relationships 
as Allowable Rigid-Body Motion 

The assembly process consists of a succession of tasks, 
each of which consists of joining assembly parts 
(Components) to form the final assembly. Parts are 
considered joined when lhe necessary contacts and 
alignments between parts are established. These contacts 
and alignments are referred to as assembly relationships. 
These assembly relationships can be described in terms of 
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geometric constraints and solved using lhe approaches 
described in Section '.2 .2. l. 

Severa! researchers have proposed techniques (Morris. 
and Haynes, 1987: Kim. and Lee.1989: Turner. et ai 
1992; Mullins. and Anderson 1993: Fa. et al l 993a: 
Fernando, et ai 1995) for representing assembly 
relationships in terms of the relative motion (DOF) 
permitted in each of the mating pairs. This approach is 
more efficient for simulating lhe interactive constrained 
motion of assemblies and hence is being used wilhin the 
IPSEAM system. One important feature in lhis line of 
research is lhat assembly constraints are described as a 
kinematic problem. 

2.3.1. Representation of Multiple Constraints. 

When severa( constraints are associated wilh an assembly 
part. the resulting rigid body motion can be found by 
intersecting lhe rigid body motion of each constraint. ln 
(Fa. et ai l 993a; Fernando, et ai 1995), technique called 
allowable motion intersection is presented to represem 
multiple constraints. Turner (1992) proposes similar 
concepts through constraint reduction techniques . 
Effectively, lhe resultam rigid body motion of two 
constraints is lhe intersection of the two sets of rigid
body motions of the original constraints. Intersections are 
performed for translation and rotational freedom 
independently. Refer to (Fa, et al l 993a; Fernando, et ai 
1995: Turner. et ai 1992) for more information. 

2.4. lnteractive Assembly Constraint 
Specification 

Two dimensional auto-constraint techniques are 
increasingly being used by CAD systems to build 2D 
constraint-based models. Bier (1990) proposed a 3D 
snapping technique for building 3D models. These 
concepts were further extended by Fa and Fernando (Fa. 
et ai 1993a: Fernando et ai 1995) to support interactive 
assembly modeling. ln lheir approach constraints were 
recognised between geometric elements when lhe 
assembly parts were coming together. Such auto
constraint recognition techniques are being explored 
within our IPSEAM system to support complex assembly 
disassembly operations. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The baseline virtual environment is developed around lhe 
OpenGL Optimizer. The OpenGL Optimizer has been 
chosen as lhe graphics engine for the virtual environment 
due to its powerful CAD capabilities. However. lhe 
OpenGL Optimizer lacks of CAD interfaces to import 
data into the scenegraph. Therefore a CAD interface was 
developed as a part of lhe IPSEAM project for importing 
CAD data into lhe Optimizer scenegraph. This CAD 
interface is now capable of importing Parasolid models 
into lhe scenegraph while preserving the integrity of the 
CAD data. 
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Figure 1: System architecture 

The architecture of the IPSEAM (Fernando et ai., 1999) 
has now been redesigned to utilise advanced VR display 
technologies (i.e. CAVE, Responsive Workbench), 3D 
input devices and multi-processor graphics architectures. 
The current IPSEAM system now supports multi-pipe 
rendering and multi thread processing to achieve the 
performance required by high-end VR systems. Multi
thread processing are used for supponing tracking (input 
devices and head). rendering (e.g. each wall on the 
CAVE is rendered by a separate thread) and 
computational modules (i.e. collision detection, constraint 
management). 

Figure l shows the new architecture of the IPSEAM 
system. A brief description of this architecture is 
presented in this section. 

3.1. The world manager 

The main task of the world manager is to manage the 
interaction between the different components of the 
system. It also has the responsibility to synchronise 
various threads. 

3.2. The Viewer 

Extension to the Optimizer has been made to view the 
scene within different display technology (CAVE, 
Responsi\·e Workbench). The rendering of images on 
different walls is performed employing parallel threads to 
provide real time response. 

3.3. The Input Handler 

Two different types of input are available: the contrai 
input and user input. 

The purpose of the control input is to configure and 
supervise the system (e.g . the configuration of the 
user inp11r and output devices. inter-module 
communication). This input is achieved mainly 
though the keyboard (and the mouse) . 

The 11ser imeracrion is handled by the input handler. 
lt supports devices such as track.ing system. gloves 

etc .) This input describes the user action/command 
within the virtual environment. Each input handler 
has its own thread to process data from the input 
device. These threads run in parallel with the 
rendering threads to achieve low latency. 

Once the assembly parts are loaded into the scenegraph 
via the CAD interface. the input handler allows the user 
to grab and manipulate objects in the 3D space. 

3.4. The Constraint Manager 

The constraint manager comprises of four main modules: 
constraint detection. constraint solver, assembly 
relationship graph manager and constraint request 
handler. The constraint request handler is the interface 
between the constraint manager and the world manager. It 
processes the requests and directs the action to the 
constraint solver or the assembly graph. 

The user manipulations are monitored by the collision 
detection module. While an object is being manipulated. 
the position of the moving object is sampled to identify 
collisions between the manipulated object and the 
surrounding objects . These collisions are passed on to 
the constraint detection module to identify poten tia! 
assembly constraints between the collided surfaces. 

The task of the constraint solver is to satisfy the specified 
constraints specified by the system in response to user 
interaction . The constraint solver satisfies a given set of 
constraints and produces relative rigid body motion for 
assembly relationships. 

The Assembly Relationship Graph (ARG) maintains 
assembly relationships between the mating surfaces of 
assembly pans. The ARG is an undirected graph where 
each node represents either a geometric entity (mating 
surface) or a constraint. The nodes representing 
geometric entities are connected to constraint nodes using 
ares to represent their assembly relationships. The ARG 
is nota solid representation scherne but is concerned with 
maintaining the relationship between assembly parts . 
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However, lhe geometric information for each mating 
surface is maintained wilhin a corresponding entity node. 
This is done by providing a pointer to the surface node in 
the scenegraph. This geometric information is used by the 
constraint solver when evaluating and solving constraints. 

The constrained rigid body motions of the assembly parts 
are used to support realistic manipulations of assemblies 
without breaking lhe existing assembly constraints. This 
is done by converting the 3D manipulation data received 
from the 3D input device into allowable rigid body 
motions . A particular manipulation of an assembly model 
is not allowed if it is not supported by its allowable rigid 
body motion. 

3.5. The database 

The database provides a repository for maintaining 
assembly components and the assembly relationships. 
This allows the user to save and retrieve assemblies 
during testing. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the case studies has raised many issues, 
such as the performance issues and the user interface 
issues. This section presents the issues related to the real
time performance. 

The initial system presented somewhat unsatisfactory 
results even for moderately complex scenes. To identify 
the performance bottleneck of the system. some 
measurements were made. 

The system specification of the graphics machines used 
for the evaluation is presented in Table 1. 

Onyx2 InfiniteReality 

(Rack system) 

CPU: 14x250MHz MIPS 
RlOOOO 

Main Memory: 4.5 GB 

Secondary 
Instruction-Data 4MB 
Cache: 

Operating IRJX64 
System: Release 6.5 

Graphics: InfiniteReality2E (5x) 

Table 1: System Specification of the Hardware 

One graphic pipe and one process (single thread) was 
used for this evaluation. This means that the process that 
handles constraints between objects is also responsible 
for rendering lhe scene. If stereo rendering is used, then 
the sarne process renders lhe scene twice. The 
measurements were done counting every frame during a 
fixed interval. The number of frames was then divided by 
the time elapsed. ln every test. care was taken for the 
entire scene to remain within the frustum. Motion of lhe 
entire scene was archived lhroue:h translation and rotation 
within the frustum. The values -in Table 2 represents lhe 
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frame rate in a steady state, i.e. peaks were not 
considered. 

The case study used in evaluating lhe system 
performance is the model of a digger (Figure 2) with 
120939 triangles (225391 vertices). 

Figure 2: Assembled Digger 

Action Description Frames/sec 

Whole scene moving 8.9 

Move one constrained object 9.0 

Table 2: IPSEAM performance in frames per second 

By examining the data in Table 2 it is clear that lhe 
constraint management during interaction is not computer 
intensive and hence does not affect the performance. 

lt was clear from these tests that the performance 
bottleneck is due to rendering rather than the constraint 
management. As a result, the following steps were taken 
to increase the rendering performance. 

The scene was tuned in different stages of the pipeline 

-

Q9n91 D.L+F. S. F. S. S.N. O.L e. A. 

Figure 3: Graphic pipeline tuning 

adapted from the openGL Optimizer Programming Guide 
(available on-line) . The graphic pipeline as used by these 
scenes has no tessellation, reducing one phase in the host 
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stage. A graphic representation of the conducted tests is 
shown in Figure 3. A description of the tests follows. 

Collapse ali the Appearances in the Scene (C.A.): This 
save many state changes in the OpenGL hardware. This 
feature organises ali the objects with similar appearance, 
a situation usually not desirable for most virtual 
environments. However, this is capable of providing 
considerable improvement on rendering performance. 
The Jack of rendering improvement in this case clearly 
highlights that state changes is not contributing to the low 
rendering performance with the chosen case studies. 

Use of Display Lists (D.L.): Display lists reduce the 
number of OpenGL commands issued from the host 
processar because the commands are precompiled and 
stored in the display list cache for !ater use (Neider et ai ., 
1993). The reduction in the number of issued commands 
will both save the time required to generate them and the 
bandwidth necessary to pass them to the graphics 
pipeline. The results show great improvement when 
display lists are used. 

Use of Short (lnteger) normais (S.N.): This converts the 
normal vectors in the scene graph from floating-point 
vectors to short-integer vectors. This shortening of the 
memory segments holding normais reduces the amount of 
data that must be sent from the host to the graphics 
pipeline. When normais are represented as integers, it 
improves the performance in situations where host-to
graphics-pipeline bandwidth is the limiting factor. The 
reduced data volume also enhances the performance by 
allowing more of the scene to reside in the display-list 
cache. The measured frame rate gives evidence that the 
system do not suffer from bandwidth restriction. 

Use of Fans and Strips (F.S.): Converting the objects 
representation into fans and strips of triangles simplifies 
greatly the command generation and number of vertices 
processed. The result highlights the effect of using fans 
and strips on rendering performance. 

By using these techniques (display lists. fans and strips) 
the rendering performance of the IPSEAM was increased 
by 300%. 

5. CONCLUSIONS ANO FUTURE WORK 

This paper presented the design and implementation 
details of an Interactive Product Simulation Environment 
which is being developed to support the assessment of 
assembly and maintenance tasks. The development of 
such a sophisticated environment involves bringing 
together many technologies such as virtual environments. 
constraint-based modeling. assembly modeling, CAD 
data representation and 3D direct manipulation 
techniques. This paper presented the state-of-the-art in 
these areas and a software framework which is being 
developed to support constraint-based assembly and 
maintenance operations. Two case studies have been used 
to evaluate and demonstrate the constraint-based 
manipulation of assembly parts. Although the current 
implementation only has an interface to import Parasolid 
models. it is possible to develop interfaces to bring 
different CAD formais into the IPSEA.M system. 
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Figure 4: TRENT 800 case study 

The IPSEAM environment presented in this paper is now 
being further developed to perform maintainability 
assessment of the Trent 800 aero-engine (Fig. 4). During 
this research. further attention will be given to the 
constraint management capabilities necessary for 
supporting maintenance. 
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